PENDANT, DISK, & WASHER
MARKING FIXTURE

NO
HAMMERS
NO TOOLS
REQUIRED

For the STAMP-PERFECT SSP Hand Stamp Machine
Manufactured by Argon Tool, Inc.
Stamp on a consistent radius around jewelry pendants, disks and
washers. Easy to set up and locks into position for repeatability.
Kit includes:
• Pendant and disk anvil plate with hardened and ground smooth
stamping surface.
• Thumb adjusting screws precisely move the plate left or right and
enables you to lock the plate into marking position.
• Magnetic “V” angle center locating slide provides up and down
movement to locate the center of the marking radius you require.
• Sharp pointed hand stamp helps to quickly locate the center of
your hand stamps’ character position on the piece to be marked.
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To set up to mark on a radius:
1. Replace the standard anvil plate with the STAMP PERFECT SSP Pendant & Disk Marking Anvil Plate. You
may have to unscrew both thumb screws slightly to allow the anvil plate to set in the slide of the base. You
will not have to completely unscrew the thumb screws from the anvil plate. See Photo 1
2. If not already installed, place the magnetic slide in the anvil plate groove. We will use the center line of the
magnetic slide to initially set the anvil plate position for marking.
3. Place the sharp point hand stamp in the STAMP PERFECT SSP stamp holder and lower the handle to a
point at which the point sits just above the magnetic slide center line. You may also have to adjust the
column height, See Photo 2
4. Screw both thumb screws clockwise until they make contact with the base and you can not move the plate
left or right. Do not tighten the thumb screws firmly against the base, we will make final adjustments later.
5. Position your jewelry piece in the “V” of the magnetic slide. Move the magnetic slide and jewelry piece as
close as possible under the point stamp to the center of the radius on which you intend to stamp your
characters. See Photo 3
6. You can fine adjust the anvil plate by simultaneously turning the thumb
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screws. Move the plate to the left by turning both screws toward you.
Move the plate to the right by tuning both screws away from you. See
Photo 2. Once you have centered your piece under the stamp point, lock
the anvil plate in position by turning the right thumb screw away from you
and the left thumb screw toward you. Firm pressure is all that is required.
7. A piece of tape across the magnetic strip will prevent it from moving
during the marking of your piece. See photo 4
8. Adjust the hand stamp height for marking as described in the STAMP
PERFECT SSP instructions.
9. Test mark a sample piece to verify the stamped character is in the correct
location on your piece. Fine adjust if necessary by repeating steps 4 and 5.
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